
 
Advantage of   NTSE 

 

SCHOLARSHIP 

The biggest advantage is that the Central Government awards scholarships to the students who 
have cleared NTSE exam. A scholarship of RS 500 per year is awarded to the successful students. 
Students seeking admission in Science and Social Science stream is granted scholarship till Doctorate 
level while students in professional courses get the scholarship till postgraduate level. 
 

GET PREFERENCE IN STUDY ABROAD 

The universities and education institutes abroad are familiar with NTSE scholarship exam and give 
preference to students who have qualified it. So, if you are considering studying abroad or wanting to 
apply for U.S. scholarship, you will definitely get an edge over others. 

BUILD CONFIDENCE 

NTSE is a competitive examination and only 1000 qualified students are granted scholarship. Qualifying 
in this examination needs perseverance and talent, and helps to instill confidence in to crack similar 
exams in future. The examination allows a student to know where he or she stands, pinpoints the areas 
of strengths and weaknesses and improves the student’s ability to understand the underlying concepts 

GET ADMISSION IN TOP EDUCATION INSTITUTES 

In India, there are some colleges that have reserved seats exclusively for students who have qualified 
NTSE. The prestigious examination is the gateway to seek admission in some of the top institutions in 
the country and aboard. An NTSE scholar can pass the admission test of a college and get direct entry to 
it. 

YOU GET A COMPETITIVE EDGE WHEN APPLYING FOR A JOB 

Qualifying the scholarship exam is an added advantage when you apply for jobs. An NTSE scholar is 
given more preference in government jobs and is also helpful when appearing for interviews in different 
prestigious jobs. It is also widely accepted for private jobs. 

DISCOUNTS 

Another benefit is that students enjoy discounts on books and course materials at high school level. 
Therefore, they can afford to buy good and expensive books for better study. In case where a student 
wants to apply for admission in another school, a candidate who has qualified in NTSE is given more 
preference. 

Considering the benefits of clearing NTSE, both to improve your knowledge base and in terms of 
pursuing your academic career, start preparing for this prestigious exam and excel in your field of 
interest. It is a self-assessment and scholarship examination that tests your ability in the best 
possible manner. 

https://www.toppr.com/bytes/tag/ntse/
http://www.plancessjee.com/jee-mag/7-ways-to-crack-ntse-in-one-attempt/
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